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Workout, Relax and Rehabilitate with Cal Spas®
Cal Spas® Introduces the Exclusive Adjustable Therapy Seat™ to the
Ultimate Fitness™ Swim Spa Line.
Pomona, CA — (July 29, 2015) Cal Spas®, the world leader in
Cal Spas® introduces the innovative Home Resort products, has implemented innovative
Exclusive Adjustabe Therapy technology to the Ultimate Fitness™ Swim Spa line to offer
Seat™
to
the
Ultimate personalized hydrotherapy rehabilitation to users post‐workout inside
Fitness™ Swim Spa line.
their swim spa. The exclusive Adjustable Therapy Seat™ (ATS) offers
consumers the convenience of therapy in a swim spa.
Related Links
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“Swim Spas provide an incredible aquatic workout for consumers, the
Cal Spas Ultimate Fitness
ATS provides added convenience by allowing users to enjoy their spa
Swim Spa Line
much longer,” says Cal Spas® President, Casey Loyd. “Instead of leaving
ATS Video
the swim spa, stay in the ATS seat to relax and soothe muscles after a
workout with an intense adjustable hydrotherapy experience that you
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are in control of.”
Only Cal Spas® offers the exclusive ATS for the ultimate in customized
hydrotherapy. The patented ATS seat features a dedicated motor and
control panel that allows users to personalize their hydro‐massage to
seven distinctive pressure levels. In addition, the 14 dedicated jets can
be programmed to emit various massage patterns to suit the user’s
needs.
Loyd continues, “the ATS Seat is an unshoppable feature only available
on Cal Spas® hot tubs. Dealers are encouraged to contact their account
manager for additional information.”
For more information about Cal Spas® products, please visit
www.CalSpas.com. To schedule an interview with one of Cal Spas®
industry professionals contact Public Relations Specialist, Angel Beltran,
at 909‐620‐0480 or abeltran@calspas.com.
[more]

ABOUT CAL SPAS ®
Cal Spas ® was founded in 1979 as a provider of luxury hot tubs. Today,
the celebrated hot tub giant is world renowned as the #1 Global
Manufacturer of Home Resort Products™. The company produces
premium collections of lifestyle products from its headquarters in
Pomona, California and distributes worldwide through a network of
specialty dealers. The Cal Spas brand family of products includes Cal
Spas hot tubs and swim spas, Cal Designs gazebos, Cal Heat indoor and
outdoor saunas, and Cal Flame high‐end barbecue grills, outdoor
barbecue islands, outdoor fireplaces and firepits. Learn about Home
Resort Living and find a local authorized dealer at www.calspas.com.
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